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Why are Aspen Stands Shrinking while Piñon-Juniper Explode?
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by Karl Malcolm

As the West grows hotter and drier,
aspen stands are dying out up high
while piñons and junipers march in
down below. What does it mean for
elk and other wildlife?

I

found the compact wooden cow call on a ridgetop in northern
New Mexico. The weathered orange rubber sleeve that
wrapped the mouthpiece caught my eye among scattered
rocks at a high point we had climbed to sit and glass. The
dropped call suggested we were not overly original
with our hunt plan.
My buddy, Scott Peckham, had drawn
the rifle tag as a nonresident and was hoping
to turn up a branch-antlered bull where
the Rocky Mountains peter out at their
southern terminus. Ryan Walrath and
I were along to provide extra eyes to
spur success and extra backs to haul its
aftermath. We were in a chunk of the
state with such classic elk habitat that
whenever I’m there after the aspens
drop their leaves, I feel cheated if I fail
to see elk. This sense of entitlement ran
high at our glassing spot. We looked
down into skeletal, post-autumnal aspens
interspersed with mixed conifers and wet
meadow pockets. In a nice bit of symmetry,
the forested patches and gaps each comprised
about half of the valley bottom below. It didn’t
take an elk whisperer to know this place was
worthy of attention. Sadly, I had to leave a day early.
My friends soldiered on. The next morning, Scott and
Ryan spotted a bull sauntering between aspen stands. They
were one meat hauler down when my phone buzzed on my office
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desk in Albuquerque, letting me know I had returned
to work responsibilities a day too soon.

Big Bulls and Little Trees

The following September as Scott, Ryan and their
families were finishing the last steaks from Scott’s bull,
I was back searching for New Mexico elk, now more
than 200 miles southwest of our shared hunt. I had
my own tag in my pack and my bow leaned against
a scraggly one-seed juniper, the tree doubling as bow
rest and source of shade from the rising sun.
Rather than being immersed in aspens and lush
meadows, the vantage gave me the sense of being
painted into one of the New Mexico foregrounds made
famous by Georgia O’Keeffe. Tans and reddish browns
splotched with the dark greens of hardscrabble piñons
and junipers sprinkled out across successive gently
rolling waves of dry, rocky ground that stacked up to
the horizon.
I had several days of hard hunting already
behind me when I spotted a lone, heavy-beamed bull
cruising among sparse piñon pines and junipers on
a ridgetop just over a mile away. He was moving at
such a clip there was no hope of cutting him off. A
persistent morning breeze blew almost directly from
the bull to me—perfect for avoiding detection, but
terrible for fostering any hope of pushing a call across
such an expanse of flowing atmosphere. Still, that
seemed my only option. Seeking the kind of volume
that I could never deliver on my go-to diaphragm
calls, I dug through the front pocket of my pack and
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pulled out the finders-keepers cow call with the
orange rubber mouthpiece.
I relocated the bull in my binos to see if I
could register any sort of reaction, then I ripped
out the loudest, longest, most cringeworthy
MEEEEEEEEEUUUUU that my lungs and the call
could muster. For a full four or five seconds the bull
looked like he might as well be on Venus. The sound
of the call gave way to the steady blowing of the wind
in my ears and the bull kept trucking.
Then, as if he had banged his face into an
invisible wall, he slammed on the brakes and turned
his eyes and radar ears toward me. I blew another
mew, still loud, but gentler this time. The bull’s next
long strides were bringing him on a line my way, with
a solid wind still blowing at his back. A minute later I
could follow tall tines with unaided eyes as he weaved
among short trees several hundred yards below me.
In a minute more I watched him jump over to my side
of three strands of barbed wire, larger than life and in
bow range downslope from where I crouched.

In Pursuit of a Generalist

Elk can prosper across an astoundingly wide
array of habitats coast to coast. Hunting them in
different places can feel like hunting on different
planets—even within a single state. Their versatility in
adapting to a huge variety of forage, cover and terrain
helped elk to bounce back from the brink of extinction
after 1900. It may well hold the key to their future as
our own species continues to impact the health and
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Elk prosper across such an amazing variety of habitats that hunting
them can feel like visiting different planets even within a single state.

distribution of wildlife habitat on a global scale.
But what habitat do elk thrive in best? If you
look to the Boone and Crockett (B&C) and Pope and
Young (P&Y) records as an indicator, you might think
it’s amid a sea of piñons and junipers, commonly
lumped together and referred to as “P-J.” Those trees
reign supreme in places like southern Utah’s San Juan
County, that state’s top producer of B&C typical bulls
at 31. The same number, coincidentally, have come out
of Catron County in my adopted home state of New
Mexico, where P-J also holds sway. So too in Arizona’s
Coconino County, home to legendary elk Unit 9.
Coconino has produced more record-book typical
bulls than anywhere else in the world, with 62 listed
in B&C. It too is covered in P-J, as is Colorado’s top
county for massive bulls, Moffat.
Yet records can be misleading when it comes to
the overall health of an elk population. Just because
an area churns out big bulls doesn’t mean the herd or
their habitat are healthy for the long-term.
Chad Bishop is a PhD wildlife biologist who
spent nearly 16 years working for Colorado Parks
and Wildlife, eventually becoming Assistant Director
for Wildlife Resources. He now leads the wildlife
biology program at the University of Montana, one of
America’s top wildlife programs along with my alma
mater, the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where
modern wildlife management got its start with Aldo
Leopold. Bishop says the most productive habitat for
elk is arguably aspen.
“Aspen typically has extremely productive

understory and supports large numbers of elk,” he
says. “It is likely no coincidence that Colorado has
both more aspen and more elk than any other western
state or province.”
In fact most of the West’s largest herds occur in
aspen-speckled ranges like Utah’s Wasatch, Idaho’s
Sawtooths and Colorado’s Flat Tops. Places that glow
gold in September can afford to offer over-the-counter
tags. But when managed for quantity over quality,
they’re hunted hard enough that few bulls live long
enough to reach B&C minimums. Yet they are deeply
valued for their ability to fill freezers for thousands of
hunters year in and year out.
And even if aspen habitats tend to be managed
for quantity and P-J for quality, both are fully capable
of growing monster elk. One need only look to the
nontypical world record “Spider Bull,” which died at
the foot of an aspen in 2009 in Utah’s quakie-covered
Fishlake National Forest. Yet both aspen and P-J in
many locations desperately need active management
right now for opposite reasons—but with some
common root causes.

A Lesson in Contrast

Piñons and junipers are native to the arid West,
but historically existed at low densities across most
of their range. Over the past 100 years, they have
expanded rapidly and now cover 100 million acres
from west Texas up to Montana, and west as far as
the dry side of Oregon. In places like the Great Basin,
U.S. Forest Service researchers found that P-J stands
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have increased 125 to 625 percent since 1860. That
doesn’t bode well for wildlife like mule deer and elk
that depend on grasses, forbs and shrubs, which grow
sparser as P-J spreads ever thicker and quicker.
Aspen are exactly the opposite, tending to
support a lush understory. Despite still being widely
distributed across the West, aspens now cover less
than 10 percent of the acreage occupied by P-J, and
that gap is widening fast. In New Mexico, more than
90 percent of the aspen have died out since 1900. Even
in the aspen strongholds of Colorado and Utah, stands
have shrunk by half in little more than a century. And
those losses cost more than great food and shelter
for elk. The number of plant and animal species that
flourish in aspen communities is off the charts.
Aspen require at least 16 inches of precipitation
per year while piñon and juniper can survive on half
that amount. As a result, they rarely mix. P-J dominate
the hot and dry low country, while aspen enter the
scene as you gain moisture at higher elevations
or latitudes.

What We Have Here
Is Failure to Regenerate

In swapping elk stories, you’re likely to hear
about how elk materialized out of “the aspens.” Yet
it might be more accurate to say “the aspen” instead.
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Making this tree a plural glosses over one of the most
remarkable and least obvious truths to be marveled
at in the aspen woods—the fact that aspen groves so
often consist of a single, multi-stemmed clone.
The best-known aspen clone, “Pando,” exists in
southern Utah on the Fishlake National Forest, very
close to where the Spider Bull lived out his days. Like
that 9x14 point behemoth, Pando, which is Latin for
I spread, is especially famous because he (yes, Pando is
a male) is believed to be the largest living organism on
the planet, weighing 13 million pounds and covering
106 acres with 47,000 interconnected and genetically
identical trees.
The ability to regenerate over time, with new
shoots replacing toppled trees, has historically served
as a veritable fountain of youth for aspen clones like
Pando. While any given aspen tree should expect to
kiss the deck within 150 years or so, clones persist
far longer. Researchers suggest Pando could date
back to the last glacial period, up to 14,000 years ago.
That stand has not only provided food and cover to
thousands of generations of elk, but likely also extinct
species like camelops and giant ground sloths. For
all Pando’s size and longevity, though, his future is
uncertain. His fate offers a microcosm of broader
aspen trends in the West.
“We know Pando isn’t healthy because the
clone lacks the complex vertical architecture that
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Researchers compared aspen, conifer and meadow habitat in the Sierra Nevadas and Cascades. Though many species overlap,
they found aspens host by far the greatest diversity and richest foods for elk and other wildlife. Over the past 100 years, more
than half of all aspens have vanished from the West.

comes with trees of many ages and sizes,” says Paul
Rogers, director of the Western Aspen Alliance and
a faculty member at Utah State University. “Instead,
in Pando we have a gallery forest of mature trees
with little recruitment. This tells us that Pando isn’t
regenerating successfully.”
Diminishing aspen stands have generally been
viewed as gradual shifts occurring over the span of
decades, yet researchers have documented far more
rapid and troubling declines in recent years. These
changes are characterized by extensive crown loss
and root mortality, compromising a stand’s ability to
regenerate. Called sudden aspen decline (SAD), these
die-offs can happen over just a few years and span
hundreds of thousands of acres. They often occur in
the wake of unusually warm and dry growing seasons,
which may produce a deadly combination of insects,
disease and browsing pressure, pushing droughtweakened stands over the brink. This could mean that
portions of aspen range prone to warming and drying
climatic conditions may be difficult or impossible to
sustain into the future.

Tipping the Balance

While the specifics driving aspen declines vary
across locations, some consistent themes emerge. In
mountain forests like the one where Scott and Ryan
found their bull, the last century has seen a dramatic
reduction in wildfires, especially the low- and mixedseverity fires that once burned through grasslands
and forests every few years. Humans played a direct
role in this change, mainly by aggressively putting out
wildfires, but also by dramatically reducing grasses
and other fine fuels through livestock grazing. The
20th century was also relatively wet in the West,
leading to fewer and more easily contained fires, and
as a consequence, denser forests of conifers, piñons
and junipers and fewer aspens, grasses and sage.
Reducing fires in these ecosystems allows conifer
species like grand and Douglas fir to crowd into aspen
stands and outcompete their deciduous counterparts.
Plain and simple, fire is essential for aspens to persist.
Flames simultaneously open the canopy, infuse soil
nutrients, trigger resprouting and purge coniferous
competitors. Timber harvest can also serve as a
valuable source of disturbance capable of spurring
aspen regeneration, although curtailment of logging
has limited its effects in many areas.
Browsing pressure from domestic cattle and
sheep—as well as wild ungulates like deer and
elk—is another factor making life difficult for young,
tender aspen growth. Regeneration can be stymied if
browsers nip recruits before they rise above the reach
of lips, tongues and teeth. Eventually, without any
leaves to capture sunlight, the root system collapses
and the clone disappears. This is the big challenge
for Pando, with mule deer identified as the primary
culprit in that instance. The importance of herbivory

in preventing aspen regeneration provides managers
with another lever in the aspen conservation system,
manipulated through livestock management and by
limiting populations or access of wild browsers.

In the Right Spots, at the Right Scale

Managers are hard at work looking for possible
solutions to counteract aspen loss. Nicole Tatman, big
game program manager for New Mexico Department
of Game and Fish, was working on an elk capture
project on the Gila National Forest during the summer
of 2012 when the Whitewater Baldy Fire blew up,
ultimately burning 300,000 acres. She’s watched the
land begin its recovery during the eight years since.
“It was almost immediate that we started getting
the bright green of aspens coming back,” Tatman says.
“And it’s over such a vast area that the large elk herds
of the Gila and other herbivores there can’t keep up
with the aspen flush.”
Lou Bender, senior research scientist in the
Department of Animal Sciences and Natural Resources
at New Mexico State University, agrees that size of
treatments, be they prescribed fire or timber harvest,
is an essential consideration to promote effective
aspen regeneration.
“If you’re not operating at the scale of at least
40 acres, all you’re doing is fighting against nature
and creating a food plot that herbivores, including
elk, will mow,” he says. “You really start seeing nice
regeneration when treatments are at the scale of
hundreds of acres or more.”
For its part, RMEF has helped to fund more than
425 fires of 1,000 acres or more across the West, much
of that with an eye toward aspen regeneration.

Following an Advancing Front

Lack of fire isn’t just bad for aspen, though.
These same factors can help promote runaway
expansion of juniper and piñon across a broad
landscape that’s only growing warmer and drier with
time. With increasing trees comes increasing shade,
which can limit key forage for elk and other wildlife.
Like aspens, semi-arid grasses that elk seek out are at
a disadvantage when fire is reduced. And increased
grazing pressure on a shrinking resource can be a
one-two punch. Just as a variety of fir and spruce
trees can replace aspen in the absence of fire, at lower
elevations, junipers and piñons are able to move in
and take over grasslands.
But kept at a dull roar, widely scattered P-J
can help elk, too. At low densities, the advance of
P-J actually has the potential to help elk colonize
new areas as long as healthy grasslands persist
along with them. Without shade from trees, much
of the Southwest’s grassland forage is effectively
unreachable—too hot for elk during large parts of
the year.
As Bender describes, “Thermal stress is a big deal
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for elk in warm climates. As P-J advances into areas
without overhead cover, junipers and piñons provide
shade in proximity to new sources of forage. If elk
have water and shade available, they do well on the
relatively limited forage offered up in warmer arid
grassland ecosystems.”
Even though fire exclusion is one of the
main factors spurring on the expansion of P-J,
well-managed restoration of fire can actually enhance
P-J habitat quality significantly. Fire promotes a
flush of nutrient-rich young grasses, sustains a
higher diversity and abundance of forbs and shrubs,
and over time can promote a mix of tree ages and
densities, further bolstering diversity in vegetation
and wildlife. The key for elk in hotter climates is that
some of the woody overstory is maintained. This can
be achieved by burning P-J during late winter and
early spring, when fires burn cool enough to avoid
killing all the mature shade trees. Taking pre-burn
measures to protect tree groups, like scraping fuel
breaks around their perimeters, works too.
Many RMEF projects have focused on thinning
P-J in a mosaic to achieve a similar outcome. It’s
important to recognize that P-J expansion can
compromise habitat for other species with more
specialized requirements than elk. Pronghorns and
sage grouse, for example, suffer increased predation
as wide-open spaces clog with woody vegetation.
So in some cases preventing P-J advances altogether
makes the most sense.
Overly dense stands of P-J can have other
troubling ecological consequences, too. Studies
have found that individual pinyons and junipers can
guzzle up to 35 gallons of water per day, sometimes
leaving little moisture for anything else.

The Only Constant

People who get to know favorite spots over
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many years come to understand that no place exists in
a vacuum. We watch as irruptions of pine beetles turn
familiar mountainsides unrecognizable. We breathe
the smoke pouring off flaming sagebrush that will not
return during our grandkids’ lifetimes. We watch new
roads and houses snake across once-natural places,
the sprawl of our own population boxing them in and
whittling them ever smaller. These sorts of changes
are dramatic and obvious.
But from one year to the next, there are
countless, far subtler shifts at play in our honey holes,
requiring more careful observation to detect. P-J
and aspen show us that some of these understated
changes will benefit species we hold in high regard,
while others will give us a justifiable sense of alarm.
Big and small, these changes highlight
the unrivaled capacity we possess to shape our
environment—intentionally and not—both for better
and for worse. As hunters, we get to not only enjoy
the incredible variety the West offers, but to help
guide how it will look for our children’s children.
Whether their dream hunts will occur in aspens, P-J
or something else entirely, the health of the larger
landscape is key, and we have a vital role to play
in that.
As one hunter among many who appreciate the
beauty and complexity of intact ecosystems, I hope
that we approach our outsized and unmatched role
with thoughtfulness and care. It could be that the best
way to arrive at an appropriate sense of ecological
responsibility and humility is to frame the lifespan of
an aspen clone against our own.
Karl Malcolm works as assistant director of
Renewable Resources for the Eastern Region of the U.S.
Forest Service. He plans on chasing elk in a mix of aspen,
grasslands and P-J when he returns to the West this fall for
a dose of September magic.
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Wildfire rejuvenates almost every western ecosystem, but none so dramatically as aspen, which can sprout by the millions and
turn black to gold in short order. That’s one reason RMEF has funded prescribed burns across more than 1.6 million acres.

